High resolution laser-based angle-resolved photoemission measurements have been carried out on Bi 2 Sr 2 CuO 6+δ superconductor covering a wide doping range from heavily underdoped to heavily overdoped samples. Two obvious energy scales are identified in the nodal dispersions: one is the well-known 50-80 meV high energy kink and the other is <10 meV low energy kink. The high energy kink increases monotonously in its energy scale with increasing doping and shows weak temperature dependence, while the low energy kink exhibits a non-monotonic doping dependence with its coupling strength enhanced sharply below T c . These systematic investigations on the doping and temperature dependence of these two energy scales favor electron-phonon interactions as their origin. They point to the importance in involving the electronphonon coupling in understanding the physical properties and the superconductivity mechanism of high temperature cuprate superconductors.
In conventional superconductors, the electron-phonon interaction is crucial in understanding the formation of the Cooper pairs. In high temperature cuprate superconductors, in order to unravel the electron pairing mechanism, it is important to investigate the interactions of electrons with other excitations, i.e., many body effects. Electron coupling with bosonic mode leads to band renormalization that can be probed directly by angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy(ARPES) [1] . The 50∼80 meV dispersion kink near the nodal region [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and the ∼40 meV kink near the antinodal region [11] [12] [13] [14] have been reported for cuprates although the nature of the boson mode(s) involved remains under debate. Recently, a low energy kink below 10 meV has also been reported near the nodal region in Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCuO 8+δ (Bi2212) [10, [15] [16] [17] [18] and Bi 2 Sr 2 CuO 6+δ [19] with electron coupling with an acoustic phonon as a possible origin [20] . Systematic investigations on how the band renormalizations evolve with doping and temperature will be helpful to understand the nature of the bosonic mode(s) involved and the role of these many-body effects in dictating the physical properties and superconductivity mechanism of the high temperature cuprate superconductors.
In this paper we report detailed doping and temperature dependence of the nodal band renormalization in (Bi,Pb) 2 (Sr,La) 2 CuO 6+δ (Bi2201) by using high resolution laser-based ARPES and covering a wide doping range from heavily underdoped to heavily overdoped samples. We reveal two energy scales in the nodal band dispersion, one is the well-known 50-80 meV high energy kink and the other is <10 meV low energy kink. The high energy kink increases in its energy continuously with increasing doping and shows weak temperature dependence, while the low energy kink shows a non-monotonic doping dependence and its coupling strength increases sharply below T c . These characteristics can be attributed to electron coupling with phonon modes. They point to the importance in including the electron-phonon interactions in understanding the physical properties of high temperature superconductors.
The ARPES measurements were performed on our vacuum ultraviolet(VUV) laser-based angle-resolved photoemission system with advantages of high photon flux, enhanced bulk sensitivity and super-high energy and momentum resolution [21] . The photon energy is 6.994 eV with a bandwidth of 0.26 meV and we set the energy resolution of the electron energy analyzer (Scienta R4000) at 1 meV, giving rise to an overall energy resolution of 1.03 meV. The angular resolution is ∼0.3
• , corresponding to a momentum resolution ∼0.004Å −1 for the 6.994 eV photon energy. The Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ (La-Bi2201) [22, 23] and the Bi 2−y Pb y Sr 2 CuO 6+δ (Pb-Bi2201) [24] In the following, we will focus on these two energy scales: the 50∼80 meV high energy kink and <10 meV low energy kink. be observed in the expanded low energy dispersion near the Fermi level (E F ) (Fig. 3b) MDC width (Fig. 3d) where one drop at high energy kink position and the other downturn near E F can be observed. Our coverage of a wide doping range, particularly the heavily underdoped region, made us possible to reveal a non-monotonic doping dependence of the low energy kink; previous measurement for higher doping samples gave only a monotonic behavior [19] . corresponding effective real part of the electron self-energy is shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c for the expanded region near E F . From Fig. 4a , it is clear that the dispersion above 250 meV binding energy shows little change with temperature, but the Fermi momentum at E F shifts monotonously with temperature. Similar behavior was also observed in Bi2212 [10] .
The obvious feature near 65 meV gets weaker with increasing temperature, as seen from the dispersion (Fig. 4a) , the real part of the electron self-energy ( meV peak in the effective ReΣ (Fig. 4b) shows weak temperature dependence from 15 K to 200 K, especially when crossing T c . From the expanded low binding energy portion of ReΣ in Fig. 4c , it is clear that the ReΣ deviates obviously from the linear fits near E F at ∼6 meV at 15 K; this deviation gets weaker with increasing temperature, consistent with the MDC width data (inset of Fig. 4a ). To illustrate the temperature evolution of the low energy kink, we defined two velocities, v mid and v F , from the linear fit to the dispersion between 10-30 meV and 0-5 meV binding energy windows, respectively (Fig. 4d) . We can see that v mid shows a smooth variation across T c while v F shows a sudden drop below T c .
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The low energy kink strength, which is represented by the ratio v mid /v F , increases sharply below T c . Similar results were also reported in Bi2212 [17] .
It is generally agreed that the 50-80 meV high energy nodal dispersion kink originates from a coupling of electrons with a collective boson mode. However, it remains under debate whether the boson mode is phonon [5, 6, 9] or magnetic resonance mode [3, 4, 8] .
The observation of such a pronounced feature in Bi2201 makes it unlikely to attribute the bosonic mode to the magnetic resonance mode. First, considering that the magnetic resonance mode energy is proportional to T c [27] , for the Bi2201 system with much lower T c , one would expect a much lower mode energy. For the optimally-doped Bi2201 with a T c =32 K, it is estimated to have a magnetic resonance mode with an energy of ∼13 meV (for optimally-doped Bi2212 with a T c ∼90 K, it has a resonance mode energy of ∼40 meV). Such a small energy scale is not compatible with the 50-80 meV nodal kink. Second, the resonance mode is observed only below T c for the optimally-doped and over-doped samples, but the 50-80 meV feature is present in the normal state for the optimally-doped and overdoped Bi2201 samples (Figs. 3c and 4b) . Third, for the heavily overdoped Bi2201, the T c is rather low and the resonance mode, if exists, must be very weak. But the 50-80 meV nodal dispersion kink is still pronounced. On the other hand, the present observations on the doping and temperature dependence of the 50∼80 meV energy scale are consistent with the electron coupling with phonon mode(s) because phonons are present in materials at different dopings and at different temperatures. In particular, the energy increase of the high energy kink with increasing doping is also consistent with the Raman scattering result on Bi2201 where one phonon mode near ∼70 meV increases in its energy with increasing doping [28] . In this sense, Bi2201 provides an ideal system to unravel the origin of the 50-80 meV feature because the energy scale of the related phonon mode and the magnetic mode are well separated in Bi2201. However, we note that more work is needed to understand the peculiar temperature dependence of the 50∼80 meV high energy kink in terms of the electron-phonon coupling. There is no obvious energy shift of the peak in the real part of the self-energy observed when the temperature crosses T c =32 K (Fig. 4b) . Similar behavior was also observed in Bi2212 [10, 11] . In a conventional picture of electron-boson coupling, when there is a mode with an energy Ω in the normal state, one would expect to see a mode energy shift to Ω+∆ in the superconducting state with ∆ being the superconducting gap [29] . As the maximum gap of the optimally-doped Bi2201 (T c =32 K) is ∼15 meV [30] , 8 one would expect a peak shift to higher binding energy by 15 meV below T c which is not observed in the present measurement.
The <10 meV low energy kink behaves differently from the 50∼80 meV high energy kink in a couple of aspects. The first is its non-monotonic doping dependence (Fig. 3e ) and the second is its temperature sensitivity across T c (Fig. 4d) . Obviously the conventional electron-boson coupling picture cannot explain the behavior of the low energy kink [29] .
Since in the superconducting state, the initial mode Ω in the normal state will be shifted to a new position Ω+∆, this means no signature of mode should exist between ∆ and E F .
A recent theoretical work interpreted the low energy kink as due to electron coupling with the in-plane polarized acoustic phonon branch: the direct interplay between the electronphonon and extended Coulomb interactions would produce forward scattering from k to k+q with small q when metallic screening broke down in the underdoping regime [20] . This would result in an energy position in the superconducting state that is determined by the initial mode energy plus a local superconducting gap that is zero along the nodal direction.
Our observations of significant doping dependence of the low energy kink and the increase of the coupling strength with reduced doping are in agreement with this picture. But the weakening of the low energy kink in the heavily underdoped samples seems to be not consistent with this picture. It was pointed out that this low energy coupling would enhance superconductivity as being beneficial to the d-wave pairing [20] . Our observation that the low energy kink changes its coupling strength dramatically across T c also indicates that it is closely related to superconductivity. The weak coupling strength in the heavily underdoped samples (UD18K and UD3K) could be partly due to their relatively low T c when compared with the measurement temperature (15 K). According to this theoretical scenario [20] , with the local gap near the nodal point is zero, the measured low energy kink position then represents the energy of the acoustic phonon mode involved. Whether the acoustic phonon mode undergoes such a non-monotonic doping variation can be examined by further experiments to directly measure the acoustic phonons.
In summary, from our high-precision ARPES measurements on Bi2201 with a wide doing range, we revealed two energy scales in the nodal dispersion that behave differently in their doping and temperature dependence. Our observations support that the high energy kink is related to electron coupling with the optical phonon while the low energy kink is likely caused by coupling to an acoustic phonon. These results reaffirm the importance of including
